
Engage!
1 favorite 3 plays 14 players

A private kahoot

Questions (35)

1 - Word cloud

Where in the world are you playing from today? Enter your city & state

2 - Quiz

The main focus of any continuous improvement effort should be the elimination of...?

Errors

Waste

Innovation

Flexibility

3 - Quiz

When did we host the very �rst ILC Conference?

2008

2010

2012

2015
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4 - Quiz

Which of the following is valued most in an agile environment?

Comprehensive documentation

Process(es)

Responding to change

Tools

5 - Quiz

What was the �rst toy advertised on television?

Slinky

Mr. Potato Head

Silly Putty

Checkers

6 - Quiz

The word 'kata' means...

The best way

An irregular routine

The worst waste

A practice routine
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7 - Quiz

The main difference between Type 1 (‘troubleshooting’) and Type 2 (‘gap from 
standard’) problems is:

The depth of root cause analysis required

Only managers can solve Type 2 problems

CEO's must approve Type 2 problems

Type 1 problems are rare

8 - Quiz

The focus, or primary purpose, of a lean enterprise is to...

FLOW greater value to the customer

Improve employee engagement

Increase shareholder value

Cut costs

9 - Quiz

What is one key advantage of the Cobot technology?

It does not require humans to be programmed

It can be easily redeployed using landmarks

They can be used in underwater applications

They can predict what you will say next to your customer
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10 - Quiz

Journey mapping is...

Internally focused

A way to navigate Amazon.com

Done by one siloed team

Following the customer narrative

11 - Quiz

Pick the BEST answer: A ‘problem’ is:

Something that bugs you

What the boss says is important

A difference between what is actually happening & what should be happening

An idea for improvement

12 - Slide

ENGAGE! Small Group Discussions

Question 1: Is a hot dog a sandwich?
Question 2: Share something you heard from a speaker today that you want to learn more
about
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13 - Quiz

An andon is...

A system that quickly alerts operators and leaders to a problem

A system that identi�es the person whomakes a mistake

A system that informs operators when it is time to take a break

A system that tells the boss when an operator is behind quota

14 - Quiz

In the Improvement / Coaching Kata, the “CHALLENGE”

De�nes the root cause

Gives the team a direction (or ultimate goal) to pursue

Lists all the obstacles

Is an invitation to arm wrestle the boss

15 - Quiz

The 4th step of the A3/8-step problem solving process is...

De�ne the problem

Jump to conclusions

Brainstorm solutions

Root Cause Analysis
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16 - Quiz

During a Gemba Walk, leaders should

Look to catch people making mistakes

Ask everyone about their pet’s names

Tell people what to do at every opportunity

Go see, ask why, show respect

17 - Quiz

In the movie "Back to the Future" what speed did the DeLorean have to hit to go back 
to the future?

100 MPH

99 MPH

120 MPH

88 MPH

18 - Quiz

Which of the following is NOT a lean tool (method)?

Kata

Andon

Hoshin Kanri

Kimchi
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19 - Quiz

The key characteristic of a lean leader is...

Knows the answers to every trivia question

A commitment to self-development

Really big biceps

A library of more than 20 books on lean

20 - Quiz

The ‘three P’s’ of a lean enterprise are...

Pizza, Pie, Pumpkins

Products, Process, Problems

Potential, Performance, Prizes

Purpose, Process, People

21 - Quiz

The primary purpose for 5-S and Standard Work is so we can...

Have a safe place to work

Keep employees happy

Impress our customers and visitors

Reduce variation and see and solve problems together
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22 - Quiz

What are the three H’s to know about your team?

Head, heart, have been’s

Head, help, haven’t done

How, here, help

Hope, have, happen

23 - Slide

ENGAGE! - Small Group Discussions

Question 1: Why are you "Glad to be here"
Question 2: What is your favorite problem-solving tool? Why?

24 - Quiz

The activity required to transform a customer request into a good or service is a

Value stream

Purchase request

Fast assembly line

Poka Yoke
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25 - Quiz

Who is involved in a value stream map improvement project?

Leadership and employees who do the work

Only customers

Only the CEO

Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belts

26 - Quiz

Which 1990 book, by Womack, Jones & Roos, introduced ‘the dawning age of lean 
production’ to the US?

Lean Thinking

Learning to See

The Machine that Changed the World

The Toyota Way

27 - Quiz

What bene�ts do Value Stream Maps provide?

Identi�es an improvement plan that is strategic 

Focuses on the customer's requirements

Allows a team to understand the big picture of how work �ows

All of the above
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28 - Quiz

How many organizations are members of the ILC?

100

75

128

50

29 - Quiz

What is the third "S" in 5S?

Safety

Shine

Sustain

Simple

30 - Quiz

What’s the name of Neil Pasricha’s podcast?

Happiness Matters

3 Books

Be Awesome

He has a podcast??
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31 - Quiz

Which of the following is NOT one of the 8 wastes?

Inventory Excess

Motion

Inventiveness

Waiting

32 - Quiz

What does PDCA stand for?

Plan Do Check Act

Pick Do Check Adjust

Plan Delegate Check Announce

Please Don’t Call Again

33 - Quiz

Where can you �nd the keynote and breakout recordings from this year’s (and last 
year's!) ILC conference?

Google

ILC Members Only Area

Tik Tok

State Historical Museum
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34 - Quiz

BONUS QUESTION! What time does the conference start tomorrow?

9:00am

Noon

Midnight

Wait!? There's another day of great content??!

35 - Slide

WINNER INSTRUCTIONS

Top 5 �nishers email us at iowalean@iastate.edu to redeem your prize!
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